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Abstract 
Doeraene, J.-P., L.S.-category in a model category, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 84 
(1993) 215-261. 
If a category C satisfies an appropriate set of axioms, closely related to those which hold in a 
Quillen model category, we show that it is possible to construct objects in C which are 
analogous to certain constructions of Ganea and Whitehead for topological spaces. Given these 
generalized constructions in C, we are able to define a notion of Lusternik-Schnirelmann 
category, internal to C, C-cat. We state properties of C-cat and examine the relationship 
between C-cat and D-cat, whenever there is an appropriate functor C-+D. 
Introduction 
The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a topological space X, cat(X), is 
defined as the least integer n such that X can be covered by n + 1 open subsets of 
X, which are contractible in X (or infinity if no such IZ exists). 
Decisive progress in the computation of L.S.-categories was made when two 
further, equivalent definitions of L.S.-category were formulated for pointed 
topological spaces X, path-connected, normal, and where the base point admits a 
neighbourhood contractible in X, by Whitehead and by Ganea. 
Whitehead’s interpretation is based on the fat wedge T”X which is the subspace 
made of the (xc,, . . , xn) E X”+ ’ = X X . . . X X (n + 1 times) with at least one xi 
(0 5 i 5 n) being the base point. He shows that cat(X) 5 IZ if and only if the 
diagonal A : X+ XI’+’ factors up to homotopy through the inclusion T”X C X”+’ 
(see [44]). 
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Ganea’s interpretation is based on the construction of a certain sequence 
p,, : E,, +X (n Z- 0) of fibrations; the source of p,, is called the nth Ganea space of 
X. Ganea shows that cat(X) 5 n if and only if p,, has a section (see [14]). 
An attempt to generalize L.S.-category to other categories is necessarily based 
on abstract homotopy theory, as first described by Quillen. Quillen described a 
general context in which homotopy theory could be studied when he formulated 
the axioms of a closed model category. A category is a closed model category if it 
is equipped with three distinguished classes of morphisms-fibrations, cofibra- 
tions, and weak equivalences-satisfying a certain set of axioms (CMI-CM5 in 
[361). 
In this paper we define an intrinsic notion of ‘L.S.-category’ of an object X in a 
Quillen’s model category C (we shall note it C-cat(X)). This notion inherits 
properties of the L.S.-category of a topological space: 
- It is possible to compute C-cat equivalently by means of the notions of ‘fat 
wedge objects’ and ‘Ganea objects’ (that we define). 
- In the category Top” of well pointed topological spaces (see the Appendix), the 
integer Top”-cat(X) coincides with the usual notion of L.S.-category. 
- C-cat is an invariant of the weak equivalence class of an object (two objects X 
and Y in C are weakly equivalent if there is a sequence of weak equivalences 
connecting X and Y). 
These are only the basic properties we obtain for C-cat. But we also obtain 
several other properties; for instance, a general version of the mapping theorem of 
Felix and Halperin. 
Moreover, if p : C -+ D is an ‘appropriate’ functor between model categories- 
such as Sullivan’s A pL functor from topological spaces to commutative differential 
algebras, the rationalization functor from C.W.-complexes to C.W.-complexes, bar 
and cobar constructions between differential algebras and coalgebras, and so 
on-then for any object X in C, C-cat(X) can be approximated by D-cat( p(X)). 
Note that we cannot achieve this in any (pointed) (closed) model category. 
Indeed, the opposite category of the category Top* of pointed topological spaces, 
(Top*)““, is a pointed closed model category, but the dual notions of Ganea 
spaces and fat wedges lead to different integers for a contingent notion of 
‘L.S.-cocategory’. We show that our aim is achievable if we assume an additional 
axiom, namely the cube axiom. 
First, we define the join operation in a proper model category. With the cube 
axiom, we show a brand-new theorem, namely the join theorem. In particular, it 
asserts that in Top”, the homotopy pull-back is ‘distributive’ over the usual join 
(see [24]), up to homotopy equivalence. We show that this theorem plays a crucial 
role in the study of L.S.-categories. 
Actually our intrinsic definition of category does not only coincide with the 
usual topological definition, but also with attempts in algebraic categories, such as 
cat,, (see [lo]) or Acat (see [20]). So our approach to the L.S.-category leads to a 
more unified vision of these topological and algebraic invariants, and collects their 
properties for once and all. 
1. J-categories 
In this section we state the axioms that we need for our purpose, as well as the 
related basic definitions and properties. 
Let C be a category. If the commutative diagram in C 
A-B 
I 
is a pull-back (D = A X, C), we call f’ (respectively g’) the base extension off (by 
g) (respectively of g (by f)). If it is a push-out (B = A vI, C), we call f the cobase 
extension off’ by g’. 
Proposition 1.1. (Composition lemma.) For a commutative d&rum in C 
A-B-C 
I I I 
X-Y-Z 
if B-C-Z-Y is a pull-buck, then A-B-Y-X is a pull-buck if and only if the composite 
A-C-Z-X is u pull-buck. q 
We work with a category C together with a structure made of three classes of 
maps, namely fibrations (denoted +), cofibrations (denoted H) and weak equivu- 
lences (denoted s). Maps which are both fibrations and weak equivalences are 
called trivial fibrations, and maps which are both cofibrations and weak equiva- 
lences are called trivial cofibrations. 
An object A in C is called @brunt (in the sense of Quillen) whenever C 
possesses a final object e and the (unique) map A+ e is a fibration. An object B 
in C is called cofibrunt (model) (in the sense of Baues) if every trivial fibration 
p:EL B admits a section, i.e. a map s : B+ E such that ps = id,]. 
Two objects A and B in C are said to be weakly equivalent if there exists a finite 
chain of weak equivalences in C 
- - 
A--+~-.~~ .e- B 
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Twomapsf: A*Xandg: B --$ Y are said to be weakly equivalent if there exists 
finite commutative diagram in C 
- 
A--i.&.. . ..- B 
We are interested in knowledge of objects and maps up to weak equivalence. 
Consider the following three lists of axioms: 
Axioms for fibrations. (Fl-F3 in [l, I.la].) 
Composition axiom: Isomorphisms are trivial fibrations. For two maps 
A-$++C, 
any two of f, g, gf are weak equivalences, so is the third. The composite of 
fibrations is a fibration. 
Pull-back axiom: For any fibration p : E + B and map f : B’+ B, the pull-back 
exists in C: 
I’ 
Et-E 
I 
I’ I p.b. 11 
i 
B’AB 
and the base extension p’ of p is a fibration. Moreover, 
(a) if f is a weak equivalence, so is the base extension f’ off, 
(b) if p is a weak equivalence, so is the base extension p’ of p. 
F-factorization axiom: For any map f : A -+ B in C, there exists a commutative 
diagram 
/ 
A------+B 
r- 
\/ 
P 
E 
where T is a weak equivalence and p is a fibration. 
Lemma 1.2 [ 1, I. 1 b]. In the set I of axioms, part (b) of the pull-back axiom is 
redundant; part (a) of the pull-back axiom is redundant if all objects are e-fibrant in 
c. 0 
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II. Axioms for cofibrations. (Cl-C3 in [l, 1.11.) 
This is the dual set of set I, in the sense that the opposite category Cop also 
satisfies the set I with the following definitions: 
:: 
‘V is a fibration in Cop B f is a cofibration in C, 
“’ is a weak equivalence in Cop G f is a weak equivalence in C. 
(In this paper, the word ‘dual’ always refers to this Eckmann-Hilton duality 
principle, consisting in reversing arrows, and transforming weak equivalences into 
weak equivalences, fibrations into cofibrations, pull-backs into push-outs, etc.) 
We let the reader formulate the dual axioms of set I, as well as the notions of 
O-cojibrant object and fibrant model which are the dual of e-fibrant object and 
cofibrant model respectively. The dual of the pull-back axiom is called the 
push-out axiom and the dual of the F-factorization axiom is called the C- 
factorization axiom. We just formulate this last one for convenience: 
C-factorization axiom: For any map f : A + B in C, there exists a commutative 
diagram 
f 
A-B 
\r 
CT- 
Z 
where i is a cofibration and (T is a weak equivalence. 
Definition 1.3 [4, A.21. (Homotopy pull-back.) A commutative diagram 
D-C 
A-B 
f 
is called a homotopy pull-back if for some F-factorization g = pi, the induced map 
7’ = (g’, Tf ‘) to the pull-back E’ = A X, E is a weak equivalence. 
D >C 
‘\T’ 
‘Y 
R’ 
/ 
E’- E x 
P’ 
A 
The axioms of the set I allows us to replace ‘some’ by ‘any’ in the definition, or 
use an F-factorization of f instead of g (see Lemma 1.8). 
The dual notion (with C-factorization and push-out) is called homotopy push- 
out. 
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III. Miscellaneous axioms. (Specific to our purpose.) 
Zero object axiom: C is a pointed category, i.e. it possesses an object 0 that is 
both initial and final. 
Cojibrant models axiom: For every object X in C, there exists a cofibrant model 
F with a trivial fibration F 2 X. 
Cube axiom: For every commutative diagram in C 
if the bottom face is a homotopy push-out and the vertical faces are homotopy 
pull-backs, then the top face is a homotopy push-out. 
Definition 1.4. (J-category.) A category C which satisfies the axioms of sets I-111 
will be called a J-category (J for ‘join’). A category which satisfies the axiom of 
sets I, II, and the duul axioms of the set III (C pointed, jibrant models and duul 
cube axioms) will be called a J”“-category. 
For instance, the categories Top” (well pointed topological spaces), S’ (simpli- 
cial pointed sets) and Chain(R) (chain complexes of R-modules) are J-categories. 
Chain(R) is also a J”” -category. These are the basic examples presented in detail 
in the Appendix. Chain and cochain algebras and coalgebras are further ex- 
amples. 
Afibration category in the sense of Baues is a category which satisfies the set I 
of axioms as well as the cofibrant models axiom; a cofibration category is a 
category which satisfies the set II of axioms as well as the fibrant models axiom. 
So a J-category is a fibration category and a J”” -category is a cohbration category; 
conversely, a pointed fibration and cofibration category is a J-category if it 
satisfies the cube axiom. 
The probably best-known set of axioms for homotopy theory is that of model 
category and closed model category introduced by Quillen (see [35] and [36]). We 
have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.5 [l, 1.2.51. A model category is a fibration and a cojibration 
category, possibly with the exception of part (a) of the pull-back axiom as well as its 
dual (part (a) of the push-out axiom). 0 
A model category which also satisfies part (a) of the pull-back and push-out 
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axioms is called a proper model category. So a pointed proper model category is a 
J-category if it satisfies the cube axiom. 
Lemma 1.6 [l, 1.2.61. (i) In a model category, thefibrant models are exactly the 
retracts of the e-fibrant objects, and the cofibrant models are exactly the retracts of 
the P)-cofibrant objects. 
(ii) In a closed model category, the fibrant models and e-fibrant objects coincide, 
and the cofibrant models and ej-cofibrant objects coincide. 0 
(Actually the existence of finite limits and colimits (axiom CM1 in [36]) is not 
necessary to get Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 1.6. The existence of a final and an 
initial object, as well as part (b) of the pull-back and push-out axioms, may be 
used instead.) 
To end this section, we review some useful consequences of the axioms of the 
set I (see [l, 7, 271 for details). We point out that in a J-category, the following 
properties, as well as their duals, are true. 
Here are some important examples of homotopy pull-backs that will be needed 
further: 
Examples 1.7. Let 
D-C 
Ig, J’ lg 
A-B 
J 
be a commutative diagram. 
(i) If f is a weak equivalence, then D-C-B-A is a homotopy pull-back if and 
only if f’ is a weak equivalence. 
(ii) If D-C-B-A is a pull-back and g is a fibration, then D-C-B-A is a 
homotopy pull-back. 
(iii) If B is an e-fibrant object, and f : X -+ Y is a map of C, then the squares 
J 
X-Y 0 - B” 
(Id.0) 
1 
p.b. 
I 
(id.0) and I p.b. I 
(id.0) 
XxB-YxB / xid B-B” x B A 
are pull-backs and also homotopy pull-backs. 
Lemma 1.8 [7, 4.21. Let D-C-B-A be a commutative diagram as in Definition 1.3, 
g = pr an F-factorization of g, and 7’ = (g’, Tf ‘) : D+ E’ = A X, E. Assume qv is 
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another F-factorization of g, so g = qu (respectively off, so f = qv), with a weak 
equivalence u and a jibration q : F ++ B, and let u’ = (g’, uf ‘) : D+ F’ = A x, F 
(respectively u’ = (ug’, f’) : D+ F’ = F X8 C). Then there is a commutative 
diagram 
E’ 
/i 
7’ - 
D-----,0 
\I- 
“’ 
F’ Cl 
Proposition 1.9 ([7, 4.81, [27, 1.6.81). (Composition lemma.) The composition 
Lemma 1.1 also holds with homotopy pull-backs instead of pull-backs. 0 
Proposition 1.10 ([l, II.l.ll], [27, 1.3.91). (Lifting lemma.) Consider the com- 
mutative diagram of unbroken arrows 
If A is a cofibrant model, there exists a map 1 with pl = f. The map 1 is a weak 
equivalence whenever g is a weak equivalence. 0 
This usually allows us to deduce that if a property is true for some F- 
factorization of a map, it is also true for any F-factorization of this map. 
Proposition 1.11 [l, 11.1.21. (Gluing lemma.) Given the commutative diagram of 
unbroken arrows in C 
D-C 
where D = A X, C and V= X X, 2, we denote a x,, c (or simply a x c if b is the 
zero map 0 : O+ 0) the (unique) dotted map with source D and target V making the 
whole diagram commute, 
(i) Assume that a, 6, c and the induced map A+ X X, B are fibrations; then 
a Xh c is also a jibration. 
(ii) Assume that a, b and c are weak equivalences; then a xh c is also a weak 
equivalence. 0 
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Corollary 1.12 [7, 4.131. For any commutative diagram 
two of the following statements imply the third: 
(a) the vertical map d is a weak equivalence, 
(b) the bottom face is a homotopy pull-back, 
(c) the top face is a homotopy pull-back. 0 
2. Join theorem 
From now on C is a J-category where all objects are cofibrant models. 
We point out that we could reach our aim in a plain J-category. However, this 
would imply unessential technical complications; so we prefer to accept the 
hypothesis that all objects are cofibrant models, just for clarity. 
Definition 2.1. The kernel of a fibration p is called the jibre of p (it exists by the 
zero axiom and the pull-back axioms). Dually, the cokernel of a cofibration is 
called its cqfibre. 
The fundamental construction which can be made in a J-category is the join of 
two objects over a third, which we define as follows: 
Definition 2.2. (Join.) Let f : A-+ B and g : C+ B be two maps in C with the 
same target. First one chooses an F-factorization of g = pi and considers the 
pull-back of f and p. Let f’ (respectively p’) be the base extension of f 
(respectively p) in this pull-back. Then one chooses a C-factorization off’ = ui 
and considers the push-out of p’ and i. We denote this push-out object A *R C and 
call it the join of A and C over B; if B = 0, then one just denotes A * C and reads 
join of A and C. 
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The dotted induced map from the push-out A *H C to B will be called the join 
map off and g. 
The object A *,3 C and the join map are well defined and symmetrical up to 
weak equivalence (by Lemma 1.8 and its dual). 
The dual construction for maps B+ A and B-+ C with the same source, which 
is achieved with first a C-factorization and a push-out, and then an F-factorization 
and a pull-back, gives rise to the so-called cojoin A *B C and cojoin map 
B+AeHC. 
This section is devoted to the statement and the proof of the key theorem of 
J-categories, the join thorem, which asserts that the operation of taking the weak 
base extension (some kind of homotopy pull-back, that we define just below) is 
distributive over the join operation. 
Definition 2.3. (Weak pull-back.) Let f : A-+ B, f’ : A’-, B’ and b : B+ B’ be 
maps of C. We shall say that A-A’-B’-B forms a weak pull-back if for some 
(equivalently ‘any’) F-factorization f’ = pi, where T : A’ I\ X is a weak equiva- 
lence and p : X+ B’ is a fibration, one has a homotopy pull-back A-X-B’-B: 
1’ h.p.b. ,> 
\I 
/’ 
B B’ 
In this case we shall say that f is the weak base extension off’ by 6. 
In particular, if b is the zero map 0 : 0 + B’ and A-Al-B’-0 is a weak pull-back, 
we say that the map x (or just the object A) is the homotopyfibre off’ : A’+ B’. 
Examples 2.4. (i) A homotopy pull-back is a weak pull-back. 
(ii) Consider the zero map 0 : 0 + B, with source the zero object and target 
some object B in C, and an F-factorization of it, 0 zPB++B. Set RB= 
0 X, PB. This is the homotopy fibre of the zero map. We have a weak pull-back 
LIB-O-B-0 which is generally not a homotopy pull-back: 
RB-PB-0 
5 
p.b. 
\I 
0 >B 
The objects K!B and PB are called loop object and contractible path object 
respectively. The dual notions are the suspension object Z’B and cone object CB 
respectively. 
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(iii) In Top”, the weak pull-backs are exactly the homotopy pull-backs in the 
sense of Mather [29]-warning: these are not homotopy pull-backs in the sense of 
Bousfield or Baues, as we have introduced them! If A-A’-B’-B is a weak 
pull-back in Top”, there exists a continuous map a : A+ A’ such that 
f’a : A + B’ is homotopic to bf. 
Proposition 2.5. (Composition lemma.) For any diagram of maps in C 
A-B-C 
I I I 
X-Y-Z 
if B-C-Z-Y is a weak pull-buck, then A-B-Y-X is a weak pull-buck if and only if 
A-C-Z-X is a weak pull-buck. 0 
The proof uses the lifting lemma (Proposition 1.10). 
(Note that if we have homotopy pull-backs B-C-Z-Y and A-C-Z-X, we may not 
conclude that we have a homotopy pull-back A-B-Y-X. We only get a weak 
pull-back. This is the basic reason for introducing the notion of weak pull-back.) 
From Corollary 1.12 we obtain the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.6. Assume we have a commutative diagram 
/J f’ 
B- B’-A’ 
I- I- l- 
D-D’+---Cc’ ‘i R ’
Then the weak base extension off’ by b is weakly equivalent to the weak base 
extension of g’ by d. 
In particular, weakly equivalent maps have weakly equivalent homotopy fibre 
and cofibre. 0 
The main theorem of this section is the following: 
Theorem 2.7. (Join theorem.) Let 
A-X-A’ C-Y-CC 
and 
I 
B h > B’ h 
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be two weak pull-backs. Then one has a weak pull-back 
where the two vertical maps are the join maps. 
Because of its very importance, we state the dual as well, valid in a J”‘- 
category. 
Theorem 2.7”‘. (Cojoin theorem.) Let 
B 
h 
>B’ B, 
h 
> B’ 
h.p.o. and /\h.p.o. 1 
At--X-A’ Cc---Y-C 
be two weak push-outs. Then we have a weak push-out 
h.p.o. 
I 
.- A’ *B’ C’ 
where the two vertical maps are the cojoin maps. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let f : E + B and g : El--+ B be two maps in C, and let F and F’ be 
their homotopy fibres respectively. Then the join F * F’ is the homotopy jibre of the 
join map E *B E’-+ B. 0 
As a particular case we have the following: 
Corollary 2.9. Let f : E+ B be a map in C, and F’ be its homotopy fibre. Then 
the join F * RB is the homotopy fibre of the join map E yg PB + B. 0 
Corollary 2.10. Let B and B’ be two e-fibrant objects in C, and let f : E+ B, 
g : El--+ B’ be maps in C, with homotopy fibres F and F’ respectively. Then the 
product maps f x id : E x B’+ B x B’ and id x g : B x E’+ B x B’ are well 
defined and the join F * F’ is the homotopy fibre of the join map 
(E x B’) *(is x R,) (B x E’)+ B x B' . 
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Proof. Since B and B’ are e-fibrant, we have homotopy pull-backs 
F-O F’- 0 
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I I and I 
ExB’-BxB’ E’ x B -BxB’ 
and the result follows immediately from the join theorem. 0 
Corollary 2.11. Let B a e-fibrant object in C, and maps f : E-+ B and g : E’+ B. 
Thentheproductmapsfxid:ExB~BxBandidxg:BxE’~BxBare 
well defined, and the join map off and g : E *D E’+ B is the weak base extension 
of the join map 
(E x B) “(nxn) (B x 
by the diagonal A : B+ B X B. 
Proof. Since B is e-fibrant, we have homotopy pull-backs 
f 
E-B 
I I 
ExBxBxB 
E’)+ B x B 
E’“B 
and 
I ! 
BxE’zBxB 
and the result follows immediately from the join theorem. 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the join theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Consider the commutative diagram 
where Y’ = X x~, Y, P = Y x,. B, and P’ = Y’ x,A. The vertical faces are 
homotopy pull-backs (the front face is a homotopy pull-back by hypothesis and 
the back face is a homotopy pull-back by the composition lemma, Proposition 
1.9). Extend this diagram by the following: 
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(1) 
The composite IT = b is any F-factorization of b, K = X x,. L, M = Y x,. L and 
N=Y’x,M=Y ’ x,~ K. The dotted arrows are the induced map to the pull- 
backs; they are weak equivalences by definition of a homotopy pull-back. 
Now extend the upper cube of diagram (1) by the following: 
, P-M 
B--=aLJ “!/ 
(2) 
Here cri = f’ is any C-factorization off’ : P’+ P, Z’ = A v,,, Z, V= N vps Z, and 
V’ = K vv V. The dotted arrows are the maps induced from the push-outs. The 
cobase extensions Z+ V and Z’-+ V’ of P’+ N and A+ K respectively are 
weak equivalences by the push-out axiom. The map V+ M is a weak equivalence 
by the composition axiom. 
Since C-Y-B/-B is a homotopy pull-back, the induced map C+ P to the 
pull-back is a weak equivalence; moreover, the composite with the fibration 
P+ B is g : C-+ B. So Z’ is nothing but the join A eH C and the map Z’+ B is 
the join map off and g. 
We also extend the lower cube of diagram (1) in another way by the following: 
(3) 
Here pj = p’ is any C-factorization of p’, S’ = S vy, X, W= M x,S and W’ = 
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L x,, S’. The dotted arrows are the induced maps to the pull-backs. The base 
extension p of p by m is a weak equivalence by the pull-back axiom. By definition 
of the join, S’ = X*,. Y and p’ is the join map of p : X--+ B’ and 4 : Y+ B’. 
Consider the upper cube in diagram (3). The bottom, top, left and right faces 
of it are all pull-backs by the composition lemma (Lemma 1.1). Moreover, they 
are base extensions of fibrations, so they are homotopy pull-backs. The front face 
Y’-X-St-S is the cobase extension of a cofibration, so it is a homotopy push-out. 
So we may apply the cube axiom to this cube, and obtain that the rear face 
N-K-WI-W is a homotopy push-out. 
Consider any C-factorization LY = YL of the map N : N-+ W where L : NM U is a 
cohbration and y : I/ _\ W is a weak equivalence, and consider the push-out 
U’ = U vh, K. We have a commutative diagram 
B- 
N&U&W-M 
I 
p.0. 
I’ 
K-U’-WI-L /- Y P’ 
where y’ is the induced map from the push-out; it is a weak equivalence as 
N-W-WI-K is a homotopy push-out. 
So we have two C-factorizations of the map h : N+ M 
and by the dual of Lemma 1.8, we thus have a commutative diagram 
Gathering all our commutative diagrams together we obtain the following 
commutative diagram 
B-----+L =L= L= L -B’ T- 1 
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where the five squares are homotopy pull-backs. By the composition lemma 
(Proposition 2.5), we obtain that Z’-S’-B’-B is a weak pull-back. 
Recall that 2’ = A *R C+ B is the join map of f and g, and p’ : S’ = 
X*,. Y-+ B’ is the join map of p and q, while lr = b. So we have obtained a 
weak pull-back 
A*, C-.LX*B, Y \ 
I h.p.b. 
B 
h \I 
B’ 
Now what we have done with the homotopy pull-backs A-X-B’-B and 
C-Y-B’-B may also be done with the homotopy pull-backs 
A’- X C’- Y 
1 - iiJ and 1 - l’ 
B’ =B’ B’ -----BB’ 
and so we obtain a weak pull-back 
I h.p.b. 
B’ B’ 
Applying the composition lemma (Proposition 2.5) to the weak pull-backs (4) 
and (5), we obtain the thesis. 0 
3. L.S. category 
We are now ready to introduce our definitions of fat wedge and Ganea objects. 
Both are nothing but particular types of joins. Each of the two notions leads to a 
definition of L.S.-category of an object. We show in this section that the two 
definitions are equivalent. 
Definition 3.1. Let B be some e-fibrant object in C. We define inductively the nth 
fat wedge of B (n 2 0), that we denote T”B, together with a fat wedge map 
t” : T”B+ B”+’ = B x . . . x B (n + 1 times). The map to is just defined as the 
zero map 0 : O* B. Now if t”-’ is known, the map t” is defined as the join map of 
(id,O):B”~B”xBandoft”-‘xid:T”~‘BXB~B”XB.Sowehave 
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The nth fat wedge and fat wedge map are well defined up to weak equivalence. 
Definition 3.2. Let B be some object in C. We define inductively the nth Ganea 
object of B (n 2 0), that we note G”B, together with a Ganea map g” : G”B+ B. 
The map g” is defined as the zero map 0 : O+ B. If grrP’ is known, the map g” is 
defined as the join map of 0: O+ B and g”-’ : G”-‘B+ B. So we have 
G”B = 0 * G”-‘B R 
The nth Ganea object and map are well defined up to weak equivalence. 
The following definition and its related lemmas will be useful to introduce and 
study the generalized notion of L.S.-category: 
Definition 3.3. (Weak lifting.) Let f : A + B and g : C-+ B be maps in C. We say 
that f admits a weak lifting along g if for some (equivalently ‘any’) F-factorization 
g = pr, f admits a lifting along p, 
following diagram commute: 
In particular, we say that g : C-+ 
lifting along g. 
B admits a weak section if id, admits a weak 
In Top”, f : A + B admits a weak lifting along g : C+ B if and only if there is a 
i.e. there exists a dotted map making the 
map 1 : A+ C with gl homotopic to f (homotopy lifting). This is due to the fact 
that in Top”, all objects are e-fibrant. 
(In a common J-category, weak liftings have more convivial behaviour than 
homotopy liftings. For instance, assuming that all objects are cofibrant models, a 
weak equivalence f : X< Y admits a section up to right homotopy (in the sense 
of Quillen) whenever X and Y are e-jibrant, while a weak equivalence always 
admits a weak section.) 
Lemma 3.4. (Transitivity.) Let f : A-+ B, g : C* B and h : D+ B be maps of C. 
If f admits a weak lifting along g, and g admits a weak lifting along h, then f admits 
a weak lifting along h. 
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Proof. Use the lifting lemma. I7 
Lemma 3.5 [7, 9.81. Assume that we have a weak pull-back in C 
Let h : X+ A be a map in C. Then h admits a weak lifting along g if and only if 
the composite fh admits a weak lifting along g’. 0 
Lemma 3.6 (7, 9.131. Let 
be a commutative diagram of maps in C. Let g = ai and g’ = v’i’ be two 
C-factorizations of g and g’, and let S be the push-out off and i, with induced map 
h : S-+ B, and S’ be the push-out off’ and i’, with induced map h’ : S’+ B’. Then 
we have a commutative diagram 
h 
S-B 
h’ 
that is, bh admits a weak lifting along h’. 0 
Lemma 3.7 [7, 9.151. (i) Let 
1 
i_ 
1 
b/ i: 
A’- B-C’ 
I’ R’ 
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be a commutative diagram of maps in C; so bf admits a weak lifting along f’ and 
bg admits a weak lifting along g’. Let j : A *R C+ B and j’ : A’ eB. C’+ B’ be the 
join maps off, g and f I, g’ respectively. Then bj admits a weak lifting along j’. 
(ii) If moreover b, x and y are weak equivalences, then also A eLI C is weakly 
equivalent to A’ *A, C’. 0 
(Note that part (ii) is a particular case of the join theorem. However, the cube 
axiom is not necessary to get this result.) 
Now we are ready to give our definition of the generalized L.S.-category in a 
J-category. Actually we give two definitions, and prove that they are equivalent. 
Definition 3.8. (L.S.-category.) Let B be some object in C. 
(i) If B is e-fibrant, we say that 
C-Wcat( B) 5 n 
if and only if the diagonal d : B+ B”” admits a weak lifting along the nth fat 
wedge map t” : T”B+ B”+‘. We set C-Wcat(B) = ~0 if no such n exists. 
If B is not e-fibrant, we consider any F-factorization B _\ F+O of the zero 
map 0 : B-0 and set C-Wcat(B) = C-Wcat(F). 
(ii) We say that 
C-Gcat( B) 5 n 
if and only if the nth Ganea map g” : G”B- B admits a weak section. We set 
C-Gcat(B) = x if no such n exists. 
Proposition 3.9. If A and B are weakly equivalent objects in C, then 
C-Wcat(A) = C-Wcat(B) and C-Gcat(A) = C-Gcat(B). 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.7(ii), we see by induction that the nth Ganea maps (or 
nth fat wedge maps) of A and B are weakly equivalent. The result follows. 0 
Our main theorem in this section is the following: 
Theorem 3.10. For any object B in C, 
C-Wcat(B) = C-Gcat(B) . 
Thus we shall simply note C-cat(B) and read category of B (in C). The dual 
notion in a J”” -category D will be noted D-cocat(B) and read cocategory of B (in 
D>. 
Theorem 3.10 is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.11. 
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Theorem 3.11. The nth Ganea map of an e-fibrant object B in C is the weak base 
extension of the nth fat wedge map by the diagonal A : B+ Bn+‘. In other words, 
we have a weak pull-back 
G”B-.c-- T”B 
I A+ h.Q.b. 
B 3 
Proof. By induction on ~1. The case n = 0 is immediate as g” = t’! Suppose the 
case n - 1 has been proved. Let g : G+ B and t : T-+ B” denote 
g 
nm’ : G”-‘B+ B and tn-’ : T”P’B-+ B” respectively, to avoid complex nota- 
tions. The induction hypothesis gives us a weak pull-back 
On the other hand, we have a pull-back 
TxBprol- T 
IXid I Q.b. 1 I 
B” x B-B” 
P’C’J 
So by the composition lemma (Proposition 2.5), we get a weak pull-back 
We have also a weak pull-back 
(6) 
Applying the join theorem to diagrams (6) and (7), we obtain the induction 
Step. 0 
Theorem 3.12. Let B be an object in C. The iterated join RB *. . . * l2B (n + 1 
times) is the homotopy fibre of the Ganea map g” : G”B+ B. 
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Proof. By induction on 12. The case n = 0 is immediate as g” = 0 : O+ B. Suppose 
the case y1 - 1 has been proved. Let us write F”-’ = RB *. . . * RB (n times). The 
induction hypothesis gives us a weak pull-back 
F”-‘-•-G”-’ 
1 h.p.b. fill-l 
0 
On the other hand, we have a weak pull-back 
Applying the join theorem to these two weak pull-backs, we obtain the 
induction step. Cl 
4. Properties of the L.&-category 
This section passes in review properties of the integer C-cat defined in the 
previous section. 
Definition 4.1. (Weakly trivial.) We say that a map f : A+ B in C is weakly 
(F-)triviaf if f admits a weak lifting along the zero map 0 : O+ B. 
(Although we shall omit the prefix F-, we point out that this is not an autodual 
notion. The dual definition is that of weakly C-trivial map.) 
In Top”‘, f is weakly trivial if and only if f is homotopic to the zero map 
O:A+B. 
Proposition 4.2. Let B be an object of C. 
(i) C-cat(B) = 0 if and onfy if id, is weakly trivial. 
(ii) Zf B ji 1s e- brant and 0-cojibrant, then C-cat(B) 5 1 if and only if the 
diagonal A : B-+ B x B admits a weak lifting along B v B -+ B X B. 
Proof. (i) is clear. To prove (ii), just note that the first fat wedge map t’ is 
nothing else than B v B-t B x B. 0 
Lemma 4.3. (i) Any map f : X+ Y in C is weakly equivalent to a fibration 
p : E + B with E and B e-fibrant. Moreover, 
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C-cat(X) = C-cat(E) and C-cat(Y) = C-cat(B) 
(ii) The homotopy fibre off is weakly equivalent to the fibre of p, and the 
categories of the (homotopy) fibre objects are equal. 
(iii) The map f admits a weak section if and only if p has a section. 
Proof. Use the F-factorization axiom to get the fibration p. Parts (i) and (ii) 
follow from Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 1.12. Finally, use the lifting lemma to 
get part (iii). 0 
Proposition 4.4. If a map f : X+ Y in C admits a weak section, then 
C-cat(Y) 5 C-cat(X) . 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, we may restrict our attention to a fibration p : E + B 
between e-fibrant objects, and having a section s : B+ E. 
The composite ( pg”) : G”E + B of the nth Ganea map g” : G”E+ E of E and 
p admits a weak lifting along the nth Ganea map g” : G”B+ B of B, i.e. we have 
a commutative diagram 
G”E- KvG”B 
E ,B 
P 
It is clear for n = 0; one extends easily to any n by induction, using Lemma 3.7(i). 
Suppose C-cat(E) 5 n, i.e. for any F-factorization g” = q7 of the nth Ganea 
map of E, with a weak equivalence r : G”Ez L and a fibration q : L + E, 
there exists a section s’ : E -+ L of q. 
By the lifting lemma we have a map 1 : L + K with pq = kl. The composite 
(Is’ s) is the desired section for k, showing that C-cat(B) 5 n. Cl 
Proposition 4.5. Let B be an object of C and C be the homotopy cofibre of the nth 
Ganea map g” : G”B+ B, i.e. we have a weak push-out 
,G”B- 0 
RN 
/ F h.p.o. 1 
B+-----Z-C CT- c 
If C-cat(B) 5 n then the homotopy cofibre map c is weakly trivial. 
Proof. Let g” = pi be any F-factorization of g” : G”B+ B. We have a commuta- 
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P’ p.b. P 
I 
Z-B v- 
where P = Z xR E and u = (i, r) is the induced map to the pull-back, which is a 
weak equivalence as T and u’ are weak equivalences. So we have a commutative 
diagram 
By the lifting lemma applied to this diagram, the composite (c p’) is weakly 
trivial. 
If C-cat(B) 5 IZ, then p has a section s, and p’ has a section s’ = (id,, sa). So 
c pl .~I = c is weakly trivial. 0 
Proposition 4.6. Let f : X+ Y be a map in C with homotopy cojibre C. Then 
C-cat(C) 5 C-cat(Y) + 1 
Corollary 4.7. For any object B in C, 
C-cat(ZB) 5 1 . 
Proof. Apply Proposition 4.6 to the zero map B-+0. Cl 
Proof of Proposition 4.6. By Lemma 4.3 we may assume that Y is e-fibrant. By 
definition we have a commutative diagram 
X-Y 
/Ii 
f 
h.p.o. 1’ 
1 
o+---z---------,c 
f' 
It is not a loss of generality if we assume C is e-fibrant (if it is not, apply the 
F-factorization axiom to the zero map 0 : C-O). 
Assume that C-cat(Y) 5 n - 1. We have the commutative diagram of unbroken 
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arrows 
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T”-‘y- K+-r-T”-‘C __-* 
where i’” = i’ x . . . x i’ (n times). The right part of the commutative diagram is 
easily obtained by induction, using Lemma 3.7(i). 
Now the dotted arrow K’+ K is obtained by the lifting lemma and we get the 
following commutative diagram: 
Let t : T+ C” denote t”-’ : T”-‘C-+ C” to avoid complexity. We have the 
following commutative diagram: 
Z 
(Af’.id,) I 
(id.0) T 
C" 
I (s.i’) 
XC 
T uxid, 
xc 
Since u : T--+ K and Z+ 0 are weak equivalences, the square T-Z-O-K is a 
homotopy pull-back and thus (v, 0) : T+ K X Z is a weak equivalence. Also 
u x id : T x C-+ K x C is a weak equivalence by the gluing lemma. So all the 
vertical maps of the lower cube in the diagram are weak equivalences and thus the 
vertical faces of this cube are homotopy pull-backs. So by the join theorem (or 
Lemma 3.7(ii)), we have a weak pull-back 
T”C--+.+---- J - 
1 I” h.p.b. \I 
i 
C n+1 C 
“+I 
where t” is the nth fat wedge map of C, and j : J+ C”” is the join map of 
~~X~‘:C”XZ-+C”XC~~~~X~~:KXC+C~‘XC. 
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Moreover, by Lemma 3.6 we have a commutative diagram 
(9) 
and the map 7 : Z vx Y+ C is a weak equivalence by definition of homotopy 
cofibre. 
So by (9), the composite AT admits a weak lifting along j, and by (8), j admits a 
weak lifting along t” : T”C+ C”“. Thus by transitivity AT admits a weak lifting 
along t”, i.e. we have a commutative diagram of unbroken arrows 
The lifting lemma gives us the weak lifting Y of A along t”, and so we have 
C-cat(C) 5 12. 0 
5. Mapping theorem 
The aim of this section is to prove the two following theorems: 
Theorem 5.1. (Mapping theorem.) Assume f : X+ Y has a weakly trivial 
homotopy fibre map. Then 
C-cat(X) 5 C-cat(Y) . 
Theorem 5.2. Let f : X+ Y be any map in C and let F be the homotopy jibre off. 
If f admits a weak section, then 
C-cat(F) 5 C-cat(X) . 
To prove them we use an accessory notion: 
Definition 5.3. Let j : A- B be some map between e-fibrant objects A and B in 
C. We define inductively the nth relative fat wedge of j : A+ B (n 2 0), that we 
note T”(B; A), together with a relative fat wedge map U” : T”(B; A)+ B”+’ = 
B x ... X B (n + 1 times). The map u” is just defined as the map j : A-+ B. NOW 
if u n-’ is known, the map u” is defined as the join map of id X j : B” X A-, B” X 
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B and of u”~ x id : T”-‘(B; A) X B+ B” X B. SO we have 
T”(B; A) = (B” x A)*B,,+~ (T”-‘(B; A) x B). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 4.3 we may assume that f is a fibration 
p : E--w B between e-fibrant objects, with weakly trivial fibre j : F-+ E. Consider 
the relative fat wedge map un of j : F+ E. 
(1) We prove by induction that U” : T”(E; F)+ E”+’ admits a weak lifting 
along the fat wedge map t” : T”E+ El’+‘. Indeed the case n = 0 is just the 
hypothesis; we now assume that the case n - 1 has been proved. 
From the hypothesis we also immediately get that id x j : E” x F+ E” x E 
admits a weak lifting along id X 0 : E” x O+ E” X E, and so, using Lemma 3.7, 
we have that u” admits a weak lifting along the join map, 
,,/I : E” *E,jt~ (T”-‘(E; F) x E)+ E”+’ 
Now by the induction hypothesis, u’- ’ : T”-‘(E; F)+ E” admits a weak lifting 
along F’ : T”-lE+ E”, so uIIFl x id, admits a weak lifting along t’cm’ x id, and 
using Lemma 3.7 again, we obtain that w” admits a weak lifting along 
t” : E” *En+, (T”plE x E) = T”E+ El’+’ 
By transitivity, we obtain the induction step. 
(2) We shall now prove by induction that we have a weak pull-back 
T”( E; F) -0 - T”B 
I 
!Y h.p.b. 
\I 
I” 
E 
lli 1 
B 
,1 + I 
,,,I + I
wherep”+’ =p x ... x p (n + 1 times). Indeed the case II = 0 is just the definition 
of homotopy fibre; now assume that it is proved for the case n - 1. 
We note u : U+ E” instead of U” : T”-‘(E; F) + E” and t : T+ B” instead of 
t ‘-’ : T”-‘B+ B to avoid complexity. By induction hypothesis we have a weak 
pull-back 
U-X-T 
I 
u h.p.b. 
\I 
, 
E” > B”’ ,I” 
from which we get the right weak pull-back in the following commutative 
diagram: 
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w 
IdX,, 
uxid 
E” x B 
h.p.b. 
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(10) 
On the other hand, we also have weak pull-backs 
E” xF proI- wE,, /I” wB” 
IdX, p.b. I 
(id.()) p.b. 
I 
(id.1)) 
(II) 
,, + I
E- E” x B-B 
,z + 1 
IdX/J ,P x Id 
The composition lemma and the join theorem applied to diagrams (IO) and 
(11) give us the induction step. 
(3) Now assume C-cat(B) 5 ~1, i.e. A : B+ B”+’ admits a weak lifting along t”. 
So p”+‘A = Ap : E+ B”+’ admits a weak lifting along t”. By Lemma 3.5 and the 
weak pull-back obtained in (2), A : E+ E”” admits a weak lifting along u”. 
Using the weak lifting of (l), we obtain by transitivity that A : E+ E”” admits a 
weak lifting along t” : T”E+ El’+‘, thus C-cat(E) 5 n. 0 
To deduce Theorem 5.2, we also need the two following lemmas. The map 0(2f 
of C they deal with is the loop object off in the category C’ of maps of C (see the 
Appendix). (Indeed, because fis an object of C’, its loop object is well defined in 
C.) 
Lemma 5.4. For any map f : A + B in C one has a sequence of maps 
where the composite of any two successive maps is weakly trivial and j is the fibre 
ofp. cl 
Lemma 5.5. Let f : A -H B be a jibration in C and assume that f admits a section in 
C. Then the map Of : RA+ RB is a fibration and also admits a section. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Lemma 4.3 we may assume that f is a fibration 
f : X++ Y between e-fibrant objects, with a section s : Y+ X. By Lemma 5.5, flf 
also has a section, say Qs. Using the sequence of Lemma 5.4, we have that 
j = j Of Rs is weakly trivial. Applying Theorem 5.1, we get the result. 0 
6. Modelization functors 
Let C and D be J-categories, and p : C +D a functor between them. We are 
interested in the relation between the categories C-cat(X) and D-cat( p(X)), for 
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any object X of C. In this section we show that D-cat( p(X)) <C-cat(X), 
whenever p is a modelization functor, that we define as follows. 
We always assume that the categories C and D satisfy the axioms of sets I and II. 
Definition 6.1. A covariant functor p : C-t D is called a modelization functor 
whenever p preserves weak equivalences, homotopy pull-backs and homotopy 
push-outs. We say that p is pointed if C and D are pointed and ~(0) = 0. 
A contravariant functor K : C --+ D is called a modelization functor whenever it 
preserves weak equivalences, and sends homotopy pull-backs to homotopy push- 
outs and homotopy push-outs to homotopy pull-backs. 
The main theorem of this section is the following: 
Theorem 6.2. If p : C + D is a pointed modelization functor between J-categories, 
then for any object B in C, we have 
D-cat( p(B)) 5 C-cat(B) . 
Corollary 6.3. Zf t_~ : C+ D and t_~ ’ : D-+ C are a pair of pointed modelization 
functors between J-categories and t.~‘( t_~( B)) LS weakly equivalent to B in C, then 
D-cat( p(B)) = C-cat(B) . 
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, we have the following inequalities: C-cat(B) = C- 
cat(p’(p(B)))zD-cat(p(B))SC-cat(B). 0 
We begin with some preliminaries. 
Lemma 6.4. Let p : C+ D be a covariant functor and assume l_~ preserves weak 
equivalences. Then l_~ preserves homotopy pull-backs if and only if it sends any 
pull-back of a fibration and any map to a homotopy pull-back. Dually p preserves 
homotopy push-outs if and only if it sends any push-out of a cojibration and any 
map to a homotopy push-out. 0 
Proposition 6.5. Assume that we have a pair of adjoint covariant functors 
(Y : C + D and p : D+ C (cy left adjoint for /3 and p right adjoint for a) such that 
(a) (Y and p preserve weak equivalences, 
(b) CY preserves cofibrations, p preserves jibrations, 
(c) the adjunction maps X+ @aX and cup Y + Y are weak equivalences for any 
objects X of C and Y of D. 
Then cy and p are modelization functors, and if C and D are pointed, then (Y and 
/3 are pointed. 
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Proof. We only give the proof for (Y; the proof for p is strictly dual. 
It is well known from the general category theory that a left adjoint functor 
preserves right limits. In particular it preserves the initial object and push-outs. So 
by (b), (Y preserves cobase extensions of cofibrations, and by (a) and Lemma 6.4, 
cr preverses homotopy push-outs. Dually p preserves base extensions of fibrations 
and homotopy pull-backs. 
Now assume we have a pull-back in C, 
P-C 
1 lf 
A-B 
f 
We get the following commutative diagram, where the vertical maps are weak 
equivalences by (c) : 
As the top face is a homotopy pull-back, so is the bottom face by Corollary 
1.12. Now consider the following commutative diagram in D, 
(12) 
where pi is any F-factorization of ag and E' = aA XcyB E. We want to prove that 
,the induced map to the pull-back r’ : a P+ E' is a weak equivalence, so 
(Y P-CY C-a B-aA is a homotopy pull-back. Apply /3 to diagram (12). The resulting 
squares &Y P-pa C-pa B-&IA and p E'-P E-Pa B-PaA are both homotopy pull- 
backs (the first as we have seen above, the second because p preserves homotopy 
pull-backs). Moreover, @- : pa C + DE is a weak equivalence by (a). So also 
PT’ : @P+ /?E' is a weak equivalence by Corollary 1.12. 
We finally get a commutative diagram 
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where the top map is a weak equivalence because (Y preserves weak equivalences 
and the vertical maps are the adjunction maps which are weak equivalences by 
(c). So T’ is a weak equivalence and we have proved that a preserves homotopy 
pull-backs. 0 
Examples 6.6. (i) Let y : C + C be a covariant functor with a natural transforma- 
tion /3 : id<. -+ y (or y-+ id< ) (e.g. y = pcy is the composite of adjoint functors (Y 
and /3). If the map 0,. : X+ y(X) (or y(X)+ X) is a weak equivalence for all 
object X of C, then y is a modelization functor (compare [l, 11.4.41). 
(ii) The singular simplices functor Sing : Top’ +S’ and the realization functor 
1.1 : S’+ Top’ are modelization functors. Indeed these functors satisfy the hypoth- 
esis of Proposition 6.5 (see [30, 351). Note that lKI is in Topw for all pointed 
singular sets K. 
(iii) Theorems 15.6, 15.18 and 20.6 in [18] show that Sullivan’s piecewise linear 
forms functor A P, : Top’+ CDA” is a modelization functor on appropriate sub- 
categories of Top’. 
(iv) Hess and Lemaire have shown that the bar and cobar constructions 
between augmented chain algebras and coaugmented connected chain coalgebras 
over a held are modelization functors. Indeed these functors satisfy the hypothesis 
of Proposition 6.5 (see [12, 231). 
(v) If C is a J-category. then also the category C2 of maps of C is a J-category 
(see the Appendix). The source and target functors : C2+ C are modelization 
functors, as well as the identity functor : C+ CL which sends an object X of C to 
the identity map id,Y. This is clear as these functors preserve fibrations, cofibra- 
tions, weak equivalences, pull-backs and push-outs. 
The following proposition asserts that a mdelization functor respects the join 
operation, up to weak equivalence. 
Proposition 6.7. Let p : C+ D be a modelization functor. Let f : A + B and 
g : C-+ B be maps in C, and let j : A *H C- B be the join map off and g. Then we 
have a commutative diagram 
where j’ is the join map of p( f) : p(A)+ p(B) and p(g) : PL(C)-+PL(B). 
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Proof. Consider any F-factorization of g in C 
CLB 
T- 
\/ 
P 
E 
and any F-factorization of p(p) in D 
F 
Let us set E’ = A X, E and F’ = p(A) XwcBj F, and let f’ : E’-+ E, p’ : E’+ A be 
the base extensions of f and p respectively. As El-E-B-A is a homotopy 
pull-back, and as p preserves homotopy pull-backs, the induced map to the 
pull-back (p( p’), u I) : p(E’)+ F’ is a weak equivalence. 
Now consider any C-factorization off’ in C 
so A vE> 2 is the join A *R C. We have the following commutative diagram in D: 
Extend the rear face by the following 
(13) 
where p(i) = pk is any C-factorization of p(i) and W= F’ xwcE.) V. The induced 
map from the push-out p’ : W+ F is a weak equivalence by the composition 
axiom. Set V’ = p(A) vpcErj V and W’ = p(A) vFr W. As p(g) = 9 (u p(r)) is an 
F-factorization of p(g) : p(C)+ p(B) and p’ k’ is a C-factorization of the base 
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extension : F’+ F of p(f) by q, the push-out W’ 
FL(A) v,(B) I-L (C). We have a commutative diagram 
V’ 1/-3 p(A *B C) 
I- i 
r(i) 
W’-----+/-dB) w 
is nothing else but the join 
where u and w are the induced maps from the push-outs within the top and 
bottom faces of diagram (13). The map : V ’ + W’ is a weak equivalence by the 
gluing lemma and the map u is a weak equivalence because /1 preserves homotopy 
push-outs. Finally the map w is the join map of p(f) and p(g), and so the result 
is proved. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We use notations g”(B) and g”( p(B)) to distinguish the 
nth Ganea maps of B in C and of p(B) in D respectively. 
(1) We show by induction on y1 that we have a commutative diagram 
~~~~;~;-~~~;G’-BI 
GYP(B)) = G”-‘MB)) *p(B) 0~ /J(B) fi”( p(B )) 
It is straightforward if n = 0 as g”( p(B)) = p( g”(B)) = 0 : O+ p(B). Assume 
we have proved the induction step for II - 1, so we have a weak pull-back in D, 
G”-‘(~(B))T*- “p’B) 
I 
g”m’(l*(B)) 
\-;(“l 
@(dm’(R)) 
P(B) /J(B) 
By Lemma 3.7, we infer the following commutative diagram: 
(14) 
On another hand, by Proposition 6.7, we have a commutative diagram 
. > ~J(G nm’B)*oO 
I- 1 
cL(,Y(B)) 
P(G”-‘B) *pcBj 0 > P(B) 
(15) 
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Gathering (14) and (15), we get the induction step n by transitivity. 
(2) Now if g”(B) admits a weak section, then p($(B)) also admits a weak 
section, and so by (1) also g”( p(B)) admits a weak section. Cl 
7. Categories with J-maps 
It may happen that a category does not satisfy the cube axiom as it 
stated, but yet ‘often’. We make that more precise with the following: 
has been 
Definition 7.1. (Category with J-maps.) Consider a category C with four specific 
classes of maps: fibrations, cofibrations, weak equivalences and J-maps. (Maps 
which are both fibrations and J-maps will be called J-fibrations.) We say that C is 
a category with J-maps whenever it satisfies the axioms of a J-category, except the 
cube axiom, and it satisfies also the following: 
Axioms for J-maps. 
(al) Weak equivalences are J-maps. 
(a2) For any pull-back 
El-E 
1 P ’ p.b. P I 
B’-B 
if p is a J-fibration, then its base extension p’ is a J-fibration. 
(a3) For any F-factorization 
f 
A-B 
f is a J-map if and only if p is a J-fibration. 
(b) For any commutative diagram 
if the bottom face is a homotopy push-out, the vertical faces are homotopy 
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pull-backs, and if the vertical maps are J-maps, then the top face is a homotopy 
push-out. 
The dual notion is of course category with J”“-maps. 
Remarks 7.2. (i) Thus, a J-category is a category with J-maps where all maps are 
J-maps. 
(ii) The axioms (a2) and (a3) imply the following: The weak base extension of 
a J-map is a J-map. 
(iii) If a category C satisfies the axioms of sets I and II, the weak equivalences 
satisfy the axioms for J-maps ((al)-(a3) are clear, and (b) holds by the dual of 
Corollary 1.12). 
(If C is a category with J-maps, we can set a new structure on C, keeping the 
same cofibrations and weak equivalences, and defining new fibrations as the 
J-fibrations. With this new structure, C satisfies the axioms of a J-category 
(included the cube axiom), except possibly the F-factorization axiom!) 
Theorems which have been obtained in J-categories may all be reformulated for 
categories with J-maps. One has just to adapt the hypothesis, taking care that the 
cube axiom would be applied only with J-maps as vertical maps. We leave this to 
the reader. 
As an example, let us state the following: 
Theorem 7.3. The join theorem, Theorem 2.7, holds in a category with J-maps 
provided the map h : B+ B’ is a J-map. 
Proof. Looking at the demonstration of the join theorem, we see that the cube 
axiom is only used once, in the upper cube of diagram (3). The map 1’ in this 
diagram is the weak base extension of the map b : B-+ B’, and so I’ is a J-map. 
So axiom (b) for J-maps may be used. 0 
Generally, the properties of C-cat of Sections 3-6 remain valid if C is a 
category with J-maps, provided it is assumed the objects concerned are ‘J-objects’ 
in the following sense: 
Definition 7.4. (J-object.) An object X of a category with J-maps is called a 
J-object if for some (equivalently ‘any’) F-factorization XG B-n 0, and for all 
n 2 1, the diagonal map A : B+ B” is a J-map. 
Note this implies that for all n 2 0, the zero map 0 : O+ B” is a J-map, as it is 
the weak base extension of A : B -+ B”” (see Example 1.7(iii)). 
As the equivalence of C-Wcat and C-Gcat relies on the application of the join 
theorem with b = A : B+ B” (n Z- l), we have the following version of Theorem 
3.10 in a category C with J-maps: 
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Theorem 7.5. For any J-object B in C, C-Wcat(B) = C-Gcat(B). q 
Appendix. Examples of J-categories 
This section is intended to review some examples of J-categories. 
(A.11 
if the bottom face is the push-out of two cojibrations, the vertical maps are 
fibrations and the vertical faces are pull-backs, then the top face is a homotopy 
push-out. 
(ii) Zf C satisfies the axioms (al)-(a3) for J-maps, then C satisfies the axiom (b) 
for J-maps if and only if the above condition holds whenever the vertical maps in 
diagram (A.l) are J-jibrations. 0 
The proof is similar to that of [7, 5.111. It uses Proposition 1.12. 
It may be that the top face of a diagram like in Theorem A.1 is always a 
push-out of two cofibrations. In this case, we say that C satisfies the strong cube 
axiom. Note that if this is the case, then the base extension of a cofibration by a 
fibration is a cofibration (apply the strong cube axiom when the bottom face is the 
push-out of a cofibration and an isomorphism). 
By a topological cofibration, we mean a continuous map which is a cofibration 
in the usual sense, i.e. it has the homotopy extension property with respect to any 
topological space. 
Example A.2. The category Top’ of pointed topological spaces is defined as 
follows: 
Objects: pointed topological spaces. 
Maps: continuous maps preserving base point. 
Fibrations: Hurewicz fibrations. 
Cofibrutions: closed topological cofibrations (i.e. topological cofibrations which 
are also closed (continuous) maps). 
Weak equivalences: homotopy equivalences. 
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A pointed topological space X is said to be well pointed (in the sense of Strom) 
when it is 0cofibrant in Top’, i.e. the inclusion of the base point in X is a closed 
topological cofibration. The full subcategory of Top’ of well pointed spaces is 
denoted by Top”. 
Proposition A.3. The category Top” is a J-category where all objects are e-jibrant 
and cojibrant models. 
Proof. Strom [39, Theorem 111 has shown that the category Top” satisfies the 
axioms of closed model category, except existence of finite products (CM1 fails in 
[36]). Moreover, Strom also proved the existence of base extensions of fibrations 
by any map in Top” [39, Lemma 61. At last all objects are trivially e-fibrant and 
0-cofibrant in Top”, so the pull-back and push-out axioms are satisfied by Lemma 
1.2. Thus the axioms of sets I and II are satisfied. 
The single-point topological space {*} is the zero object. All objects are 
0-cofibrant, and thus cofibrant models by Lemma 1.6. Finally the cube axiom is 
Mather’s result [29, Theorem 2.51 (compare [7, 6.21). 0 
In Top”, if A has base point a,, and C has base point cc,, the join A * C is exactly 
what one usually means (up to homotopy equivalence, of course), i.e. A * C is the 
quotient of the product space A x [0, l] x C by the relations (a, 0, c) -(a,, 0, c) 
and (a, 1, c) -(a, 1, c,,) for all a E A, c E C, together with the fine topology. 
The suspension CX of a pointed space X is a particular case of join, as it is (up 
to homotopy equivalence) the join of the two-point topological space {a, b} 
(discrete topology) and X. 
The vocabulary we have introduced in an abstract J-category has familiar 
meanings in Top”; here is a ‘translation dictionary’: 
abstract J-category Top” 
weakly equivalent objects 
homotopy pull-back (Bousfield) 
weak pull-back 
weak lifting 
weakly trivial 
spaces with same homotopy type 
homotopy pull-back (Mather) with 
static homotopy 
homotopy pull-back (Mather) 
factorization up to homotopy 
nulhomotopic 
The mapping theorem, Theorem 5.1, applies to a fibration with nulhomotopic 
fibre. There are few such fibrations. However, this is the case for a fibration p 
between l-connected rational spaces with n,(p) injective (see [9, 31). 
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Example A.4. The category S’ is defined as follows: 
Objects: simplicial pointed sets. 
Maps: simplicial maps respecting base points. 
Fibrations: Kan fibrations. 
Cofibrations: injective maps. 
Weak equivalences: maps whose geometric realizations are homotopy equiva- 
lences. 
Proposition A.& The category S’ is a J-category where the e-fibrant objects are the 
Kan complexes and all objects are cojibrant models. 
Proof. It is well known that S’ is a proper closed model category (see [35, II.31 
and [36, 11.2]), so sets I and II of axioms are satisfied. 
The single-point set {*} is the zero object. All objects are of course 0-cofibrant, 
and thus are cofibrant models by Lemma 1.6. 
The cube axiom comes from the existence of the pair (] . ), sing) of adjoint 
modelization functors between S’ and Top’“. 0 
Example Ah. Let C be any J-category. The category C2 of maps of C is defined 
as follows: 
Objects: maps of C. 
Maps: maps with source a : A + X and target b : B -+ Y are the commutative 
diagrams, or pairs, in C, 
which will be denoted by (f] g): (Xl A)+(YI B). 
Fibrations: pairs (f 1 g) such that f, g and the induced map (a, g) : A-+ X X, B 
are fibrations. 
Cofibrations: pairs (f 1 g) such that f and g are cofibrations. 
Weak equivalences: pairs (f 1 g) such that f and g are weak equivalences. 
(Note that we are breaking symmetry between fibrations and cofibrations. 
There would be another way to define a fibration in C2 (without asking (a, g) to 
be a fibration) and a cofibration (asking f + b : X vA B -+ Y to be a cofibration). 
The homotopy pull-backs and homotopy push-outs with this structue would be the 
same as with the above one, however. This rather surprising fact may be seen as a 
part of the following lemma.) 
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Lemma A.7. Let 
be a commutative diagram in C. The square (V 1 D)-(Z 1 C)-(Y 1 B)-(X 1 A) is u 
homotopy push-out (respectively a homotopy pull-back) in C2 if and only if the 
squares V-Z-Y-X und D-C-B-A are homotopy push-outs (respectively homotopy 
pull-backs) in C. 0 
We leave the proof to the reader 
Proposition A.8. The category C” is a J-category. The e-jibrant objects of C2 are 
the fibrations of C with e-fibrant source and target, and the cojibrant models of C2 
are the maps of C with cojibrant source and target. 
Proof. The zero object of C’ is the (unique) map O-0 of C. 
It is proved in [ 1, 11.1.5] that if C is a fibration category, then C2 is also a 
fibration category with the same definitions of fibrations and weak equivalences as 
ours. Similar arguments show that if C satisfies the axioms of the set II, then Cz 
does, too. 
To check the cube axiom, note that a cubic diagram r in CL is some 
‘hypercubic’ diagram in C. We may restrict our attention to the two cubic 
subdiagrams source(r) and target(r) in C, made up of the sources and targets of 
the pairs of r respectively. Using Lemma A.7, it suffices to apply the cube axiom 
of C to source(r) and target(r). 0 
Proposition A.9. For any objects A, X in C and map f : A-+ X, we have 
6) C-cat(A) 5 C’-cat( f) and C-cat(X) 5 CL-cat(f) , 
and 
(ii) C-cat(X) = C’-cat(id,) 
Proof. As the source and target functors : C 2+ C are modelization functors, we 
immediately deduce (i) from Theorem 6.2. Moreover, as the identity functor 
id : C+ C2 is also a modelization functor, we deduce (ii) from Corollary 6.3. 0 
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Warning. Although C*-cat appears as the most natural definition of the category 
of a map, it does not coincide in (Top”)’ with the definition of Bernstein and 
Ganea [3] of the category of a continuous map. For instance, (Top”)*-cat of the 
zero map 0 : X+ 0 is clearly the category of X, while the category of Bernstein 
and Ganea of the zero map is 0. 
Example A.10. Let R be a ring with unit. The category Chain(R) of chain 
complexes on R is defined as follows: 
Objects: graded differential modules over R, bounded below (in any degree), 
with differential of degree -1. 
Maps: chain maps. 
Fibrations: surjective maps. 
Cojibrations: injective maps, whose cokernel has projective modules in each 
degree. 
Weak equivalences: maps which induce isomorphisms in homology. 
Proposition A.11 [7, 6.6, 6.101. The category Chain(R) is a J-category and a 
J”‘‘-category. All objects are (e-)fibrant and the (@)cofibrant objects are chain 
complexes wirh projective modules in each degree. q 
In this category, homotopy pull-backs and homotopy push-outs coincide, and 
for any two maps with same target (respectively same source), the join map 
(respectively cojoin map) is a weak equivalence. So the computation of category 
and cocategory is trivial in these categories: 
Proposition A.12. For any object B in Chain(R), the category and the cocategory 
of B are 0 or 1, and they are 0 if and only if B is weakly equivalent to the null 
module, that is B is acyclic. 0 
Our next example is that of chain algebras. 
Example A.13. Let R be a (commutative) principal ideal domain. The category 
DA, of augmented chain algebras is defined as follows: 
Objects: graded differential augmented algebras with unit over R, bounded 
below in degree 0, with differential of degree -1. 
Maps: chain maps which are also algebra maps, respecting the augmentations. 
Fibrations: maps surjective in each degree, except possibly in degree 0. 
Cofibrations: free extensions A+ A v T(V) (here v stands for the so-called 
‘free product’, which is the sum in DA,). 
Weak equivalences: maps which induce isomorphisms in homology. 
J-maps: maps f : A-+ B such that H,,(f) : H,,(A)-+ H,,(B) is surjective; such 
maps f will be called H,,-surjective. 
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The category DA,(flat) is defined as the full subcategory of DA, whose objects 
are flat (equivalently ‘torsionfree’) as R-modules. Of course DA,(flat) = DA, if R 
is a field. 
From [32, 3.91, recall that each mapf : A -+ B in DA, admits an F-factorization 
Ar- A v T(sV@V)AB , 64.2) 
where Vj= B,,, (i?O), (sV),+, =V, (i?O), d(su)= u, Tis the inclusionp], =f, 
plsv = id, and plv = d,. 
(Actually R is a field in [32], but taking a principal ideal domain instead brings 
no change .) 
Lemma A.14. A map f : A+ B in DA, is H,,-surjective if and only if f admits an 
F-factorization f = pr with p surjective in all degrees. 
Proof. If H,,(f) is surjective, then the map p in the F-factorization (A.2) is 
surjective. Indeed, for any b E B,,, if b$dB, then b = f(a) = p(a) for some 
a E A,,, and if b = db’ with b’ E B,, then b’ E V,, and b =p(b’). Conversely if 
f = pi with p surjective and H,(T) iso, then H,,(f) E H,,(p) is surjective. 0 
Proposition A.15. The category DA,(flat) is a category with J-maps, where 
all objects are e-jibrant and the cofibrant objects are the retracts of the free alge- 
bras. 
Proof. The differential algebra (R, 0), which is just R in degree 0 and 0 in other 
degrees, is the zero object. 
It is proved in [l, 1.7.101 that DA,(flat) is a cofibration category (in the sense of 
Baues). 
On the other hand, it is proved in [32, 3.21 that the category DA, of augmented 
chain algebras is a Quillen closed model category with the same structure of 
fibrations and weak equivalences as ours (but a larger class of cofibrations). 
Moreover, all objects are of course e-fibrant. So DA, is a fibration category by 
Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 1.2. Now DA,(flat) is also a fibration category. 
Indeed the pull-back A x, C (in DA,) of objects of DA,(flat) is flat as an 
R-module, because it is a submodule of the flat R-module A x C, and for any 
map f : A+ B in DA,(flat), the object A v T(sV@V) in the F-factorization 
(A.2) is flat. 
To end the proof we check that the H,,-surjective maps satisfy the axioms for 
J-maps. It is clear that weak equivalences are H,,-surjective, and that weakly 
equivalent maps are simultaneously H,,-surjective. Now assume we have a 
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pull-back in DA, (flat) 
E’-E 
1 
P’ p.b. 
f 
I 
P 
B’---+B 
where p is a J-fibration. By Lemma A.14, p = q7 where r is a weak equivalence 
and q is surjective. Let q’ be the base extension of q by f. The map q’ is surjective 
and by the gluing lemma q’ and p’ are weakly equivalent, so H,,( p’) z H,( q’) is 
surjective. 
It remains to show that the cube axiom holds for H,,-surjective maps. Assume 
we have a push-out in DA,(flat) 
B- C= Bv T(V) 
I 
p.0. 
I 
A-D=Av T(V) 
and a surjective map p : E ++ D. So we have chain complexes isomorphisms 
We have a C-factorization 
EsDDkerp=(Av T(V))@kerp, 
Ax,EsAAkerp, 
Cx,EzCCkerp=(BvT(V))@kerp, 
Bx,EEBBkerp. 
where dW c ker p v T(V), and a push-out 
(B @ ker p) -(B@ker p) v T(V@ W) 
I 
p.0. 
1 
(A@ker p) - (A 63 ker p) v T(V 83 W) 
Also we have the following (homotopy) isomorphisms: 
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(A@ker p) v T(V@W) 
=(A v T(V))@(ker p v T(V@W)) 
GD@kerpsE. 
Thus the square 
Bx,E-Cx,E 
Ax,E----+E 
is a homotopy push-out. So the cube axiom holds when the bottom face is the 
cobase extension of a cofibration and the vertical faces are base extensions of 
surjections. It now follows that the cube axiom holds in general for H,,-surjective 
maps as vertical maps from Lemma A.14, as in Theorem A. 1. 0 
Recall that a differential graded algebra over R (or R-module) (A, d) is 
n-connected if A (, = R and A, = 0 for 1 5 i 5 n. We say that (A, d) is c-n- 
connected if H,(A, d) is n-connected. We just say connected and c-connected 
instead of O-connected and c-O-connected respectively. 
The c-connected differential algebras are of course J-objects. So the computa- 
tion in DA,(flat) of the category of c-connected algebras makes sense (see 
Theorem 7.5). 
Example A.16. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. The category CDA* of 
augmented commutative cochain algebras is defined as follows: 
Objects: graded differential augmented commutative algebras over k, bounded 
below in degree 0, with differential of degree + 1. 
Maps: chain algebra maps respecting augmentations. 
Fibrations: surjective maps. 
Cojibrations: K.S.-extensions A + A @AL’. (Note the tensor product @ is the 
sum in CDA*.) 
Weak equivalences: maps which induce isomorphisms in cohomology. 
J”p-mups: maps f such that H”(f) is 0- g I re u ur, i.e., an isomorphism in degree 
0 and injective in degree 1; such maps f will be called c-regular. 
The category CDA *“I is defined as the full subcategory of CDA* whose objects 
(A, d) are c-connected differential algebras, i.e. H”(A, d) s k. 
For a K.S.-extension i : A ts B z A @ AV in CDA*C”, one denotes the cofibre in 
CDA* by p : B+ B/A = AV (warning: this is not the cofibre in CDA*c’l--see [21, 
2.11 or [l, 1.8.141). We shall need the following result: 
Lemma A.17 [18, 3.91. The morphism H”(i) : H”:(A)+ H”(B) is n-regular (i.e., 
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an isomorphism in degrees 5n and injective in degree n + 1) if and only if BIA is 
n-connected. 0 
Proposition A.M. The category CDA”“’ is a category with J”P-maps where the 
0-cofibrant objects are the K.S.-complexes and all objects are fibrant. 
Proof. The differential algebra (k, 0) which is concentrated in degree 0, with 
trivial differential, is the zero object. 
It is proved in [21] that CDA*‘” satisfies the axioms of model category, except 
existence of finite limits and colimits, but yet part (b) of the pull-back and 
push-out axioms. Moreover, all objects are of course e-fibrant. So CDA”“’ is a 
fibration category by Proposition 1.5 and Lemma 1.2, and all objects are fibrant 
models by Lemma 1.6. Part (a) of the push-out axiom is proved in [l, 1.X.161. 
So CDA*“’ is a pointed fibration and cofibration category. Finally, we prove 
that the c-regular maps satisfy the axioms for J”“-maps in the following 
proposition. 0 
Unfortunately CDA”“’ does not satisfy the cube axiom. For instance in the 
following commutative diagram in CDA*“\ 
A(ds) G3 A(dt) - 
‘I(dsr&* k A’i’l 
1~ (A(ds) ‘3 A(dt)) 8 A(s, t)&---+*~(t, dt) 
4s, ds) *k/ 
where s and t are generators of degree 0, and ds, dt are generators of degree 1, 
the top face is a (homotopy) pull-back and the vertical faces are (homotopy) 
push-outs (see [21] for the construction of the push-out in CDA”“‘), but the 
bottom face is not a homotopy pull-back. This problem actually happens because 
the vertical squares are not push-outs in CDA”, but it can be avoided if the 
vertical cofibrations are c-regular; that is what we show in the following propo- 
sition: 
Proposition A.19. (i) Weak equivalences are c-regular and the weak cobase 
extension of a c-regular map in CDA*‘” is c-regular map. 
(ii) Let 
D-C 
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be a commutative diagram in CDA”C”, where the top face is a homotopy pull-back 
in CDA*‘” (equivalently in CDA*) and the vertical faces are homotopy push-outs in 
CDA*‘“. If d is c-regular, then the bottom face is a homotopy full-back in CDA*‘“‘. 
Proof. (i) As weak equivalence are iso in homology, it is clear that they are 
c-regular, and that weakly equivalent maps are simultaneously c-regular. On the 
other hand, the push-out in CDA* of a K.S.-extension i : A + A 69 AV and a map 
f : A + B is B 63 AV together with the obvious cobase extensions i’ : B -+ B @ AL’ 
and f’ : A @ AV* B 63 AV. The cofibre AV of i in CDA* is also the cofibre of i’. If 
A, A (8 AV and B are c-connected, and if i is c-regular, then AV is connected by 
Lemma A.17, so i’ is c-regular by Lemma A.17 again, and H”(i’) is an 
isomorphism between H”(B) and H”(B @ AV), which means that B @AV is 
c-connected and is also the push-out of i and f in CDA*‘“. 
(ii) From (i) we have that the weak cobase extension of a c-regular map is the 
same in CDA*“’ as in CDA”. So, as d is c-regular, the left and rear faces are 
homotopy push-outs in CDA*; moreover, a and c are c-regular and so the front 
and right faces are homotopy push-out in CDA” too. 
We should prove that the bottom face is a homotopy pull-back (in CDA*, 
equivalently in CDA”“‘). By the dual of Theorem A.l, we may assume that the 
top face is the pull-back of fibrations, and the vertical faces are cobase extensions 
of cofibrations, and prove that the bottom face is a pull-back of fibrations. So we 
assume that a is a K.S.-extension D H E ^- D @AK Clearly we have 
From the dual of Theorem 7.3 we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem A.20. The cojoin theorem (Theorem 2.7”“) holds in CDA*‘“provided the 
map b : B-, B’ is c-regular. 0 
As a consequence, the dual of the key theorem, Theorem 3.11, holds in CDA*C” 
if B is c-l-connected, for it relies on the application of the cojoin theorem with 
the multiplication map V : B@“+’ - B (B @‘I+’ is a usual notation for B 8. . . @ B 
(n + 1 times)), and this map is clearly c-regular when B is c-l-connected; in other 
words the c-l-connected commutative differential algebras are JoP-objects. So 
computing the cocategory of a c-l-connected object makes sense in CDA*“‘. 
Let B = AX be a c-l-connected K.S.-complex. There is a commutative diagram 
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Felix and Halperin [lo] define the nth Ganea algebra of B as the weak cobase 
extension of the quotient map by the multiplication map V : B@“+‘-+ B. By 
Theorem 3.11, we know that this is actually our nth Ganea object, that we have 
defined directly in another way as an inductive cojoin construction; in other 
words, we have another characterization of the nth Ganea algebra of Felix and 
Halperin. 
If AX is minimal, then Felix and Halperin show [lo, 3.11 that G”B is weakly 
equivalent to (AXlA”‘X) @ V where V= c,,?, V”, the differential in V is zero, 
and V acts trivially by left multiplication on ((AX/A’“X) @ V)‘. From this, it is 
deduced [lo, 4.71 that the nth Ganea map AX --+ G”B admits a weak retraction if 
and only if the projection AX+ (AX/A”‘X) admits a weak retraction, i.e. the 
K.S.-extension i in any C-factorization 
AX\ plA>“X 
AXBAY 
has a retraction r : (AX@ AY)+ AX. In this case, by definition of C-cocat, we 
have CDA*‘“-cocat(B) 5 n. The integer CDA*‘” -cocat is denoted by cat,, by Felix 
and Halperin, and called rational category. 
For any object A of CDA*C”, recall from [18, 81 or [19] that one defines the 
$-homotopy group T@(A) = H( Q.Z) ($ for ‘pseudo’) where k w ZG A is any 
C-factorization of k-+ A in CDA*C” and if Z is augmented by E : Z+ k, 
QZ = (ker c)/(ker &).(ker E). A map f : A-+ B induces a map rrTTo( f) : 
-rr,(4-~AB). 
The dual of the mapping theorem, Theorem 5.1, asserts that if one has a 
cofibration i : A >--, B between @cofibrant objects, with weakly trivial cofibre 
B--t C in C, then C-cocat(B) 5 C-cocat(A). This holds in CDA*CO provided we 
assume that A and B are c-l-connected, so that i@“+’ is c-regular (n 2 0), for the 
demonstration relies on the application of the cojoin theorem with the folding 
map iL%l+l : Ac3’n+l >--$ Bc3rI+l. Also note that p : B+ B/A is weakly trivial if and 
only if r+(i) : r,,,(A) --$TT~ (B) is surjective (because of the long exact sequence of 
+-homotopy, see [19, 3.21). S o we recover the mapping theorem of Felix and 
Halperin [lo, 5.11: 
Theorem A.21. For any map f : A -+ B between c-l-connected algebras in CDA*C” 
such that TT~( f) is surjective in all degree n, we have 
CDA*‘“-cocat(B) 5 CDA*“‘-cocat(A) . 0 
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